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Abstract
The response of structures subject to impulsive loads remains a field of
intense research. While traditional construction materials, such as steel and
concrete/masonry, have been the focus of most studies, further research on the
performance of alternative materials for blast resistant applications has been driven
by their growing use in sustainable construction. Over the last years, engineers have
been re-evaluating the use of timber as a prime construction material for a range
of building types, from small office to high-rise residential buildings. As a result,
there is now a growing need to study the blast resistance of timber structures,
as they may become potential targets of terrorist attacks or being placed in the
blast-radius of other critical buildings. A review of existing research on the blast
resistance of timber structures is presented and key factors on the blast analysis and
design of such structures are discussed. Most of the research has been conducted
on light-frame wood stud walls, glued- and cross-laminated timber, and addresses
material properties under high strain rates, typical failure modes, behaviour of
structural connections and retrofitting solutions. Failure modes are reported to be
highly dependent on the element layout and manufacturing aspects, and dynamic
increase factors for the modulus of elasticity and maximum strength in the ranges
of [1.05, 1.43] and [1.14, 1.60], respectively, have been proposed for different timber
elements. Mechanical connectors play a significant role in dissipating energy through
plastic deformation, as the brittle nature of timber elements compromises the
development of their full capacity. Regardless the element type, SDOF models can
accurately predict the dynamic response as long as idealised boundary conditions
can be considered. Overall, although a good amount of research is available, more
extensive research is needed to guide the design and engineering practice and
contribute to the development of design codes and testing standards for timber
structures under blast loading.

Keywords
Blast loading, Light-frame wood, CLT, Glulam, Retrofitting, Connections, Modelling
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Introduction1

Timber has several unique characteristics that make it a versatile yet challenging2

construction material. It has a remarkable strength-to-weight ratio and is3

economically and environmentally sustainable when sourced from well-managed4

forests (1). Due to its highly machinable nature, it can be fabricated into a5

wide variety of shapes and sizes to fit practically any construction need, which6

makes it an excellent candidate for use in a diverse range of construction7

projects (2). However, because it is naturally grown, timber is a multi-scale8

material with low homogeneity. Its mechanical properties are affected by a9

number of parameters, including the tree species, the various growth conditions,10

the soil type, and availability of water and nutrients (3). It is a strongly11

anisotropic material, with its dimensional and mechanical properties being12

highly variable with time, temperature, and stress state (4). This translates13

into different tensile, compressive and shear properties (5). Knot-like defects and14

other imperfections in the grain further reduce apparent mechanical performance15

of timber products (6).16

Solid-sawn timber sections cut from a single log are the most common form17

of wood construction used in light-frame construction of residential and low-rise18

buildings. Recent manufacturing advancements have led to the development of19

engineered wood products (EWPs) by adhesively laminating smaller pieces of20

wood, with application of heat and pressure, to form a structurally efficient21

composite member (7). The use of smaller individual pieces of wood increases22

the economic and environmental sustainability of EWPs while providing greater23

reliability, strength, stiffness and dimensional stability that can be achieved with24

solid-sawn timber (8). Examples of EWPs include parallel-strand timber (PSL),25

laminated veneer timber (LVL) and oriented strand board (OSB), as well as26

relatively new products such as glued-laminated timber (glulam) and cross-27

laminated timber (CLT). Timber construction is now a viable alternative to28
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Corresponding author:
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conventional steel and concrete construction for mid- and high-rise structures29

ranging from 5 to 20 stories (2; 9). As a result, architects and engineers30

around the world have been re-evaluating the use of timber as the prime31

construction material for an expanding range of building types, including32

government, public, and private buildings, airport and border facilities, as well as33

transportation facilities and entertainment venues (10; 11; 12). Figure 1 depicts34

both conventional light-frame and mass timber construction.35

Figure 1. Timber building construction methods: (a) light-frame construction and (b)
mass timber construction. Reprinted from Holden et al. (11) under the Creative
Commons license 4.0.

The increasing number of high-profile buildings constructed using timber36

increases the likelihood that this type of construction may in the future be37

the target of hostile terrorist attacks or be vulnerable to accidental explosions.38

This risk is further compounded by increasing urbanisation, wherein timber39

structures and their occupants may be placed at an unacceptable level of risk by40

simply being located within the blast-radius of other buildings (13). Blast events41

occurring near timber buildings may damage structural and non-structural wood42

members due to significant dynamic loads, ultimately causing the structure to43

experience hazardously high deformations, possibly leading to collapse (14).44

Research on the effect of blast on structures has mostly focused on reinforced45

concrete (15; 16; 17; 18; 19) and structural steel (20; 21; 22; 23; 24; 25)46

due to their widespread use in construction. To date, little research has47

examined the behaviour of light-frame and mass timber structures under blast48

loading. The lack of consensus and critical knowledge gaps on specific design49

recommendations for blast-resistant timber structures is problematic and creates50

uncertainty for engineers and manufacturers about what should be best design51

practice.52
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This work aims to provide a state-of-the-art review of the behaviour of timber53

construction subjected to blast loading and to identify knowledge gaps requiring54

further experimental and computational research. A survey of experimental55

techniques used to generate blast loads on timber components is performed56

to investigate differences in test approaches on performance characterisation.57

The blast response of dimensional timber and EWPs to blast loads, including58

CLT, glulam, and structural insulated panel (SIP) components, is discussed to59

understand how their unique material, structural, and system characteristics60

affect damage levels and levels of protection. The role of connections on the61

global behaviour of wood elements and their influence on the load path is62

assessed. Additionally, various retrofitting techniques are analysed to understand63

how their implementation can enhance overall protection levels. Finally, new64

knowledge gained from these studies is synthesised to better understand how65

blast effects should be considered in the design process of buildings fabricated66

from wood materials.67

Summary of available literature68

A summary of the available literature is presented in Table 1, with reference to69

the structural element tested, method of blast loading generation and research70

focus. The peak blast pressure and impulse combination reported in each71

paper was converted into an equivalent scaled distance Z using the Kinery-72

Bulmash (26) blast parameter curves assuming a fully reflected shock. Relevant73

trends can be observed that help shape this state-of-the-art review: (1) most74

tests were performed at the University of Ottawa using a pneumatically-driven75

shock tube to generate blast loads; (2) most specimens were subjected to76

uniform, far-field blast loads with Z > 5 m/kg1/3 generating global flexural77

response; (3) most studies include a single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) analysis78

component and high fidelity finite element analyses are rarely used; (4) most79

studies focused on the response of timber structures at the element level, thereby80

not considering the potential beneficial effects of system behaviour, load sharing81

and redistribution present in structural assemblies; (5) most research focus on82

different types of limit states, dynamic material properties, component failure83

modes, connections, and strengthening of existing structures.84
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Table 1. Summary of existing literature on structural mass timber.

Research focus Timber element Testing Z [m/kg1/3] Authors Year

Dynamic material
properties

Dimensional timber ST 9.6 Jacques et al. (27) 2013
Light-frame walls ST 8.4− 24.1 Lacroix et al. (28) 2015
CLT panels ST 6.6− 35 Poulin et al. (29) 2018
Light-frame walls ST 9.6 Lacroix et al. (30) 2013
GLULAM beams ST 6.2− 33.5 Lacroix et al. (31) 2018

Retrofitting

Light-frame walls ST 6.5− 33.7 Lacroix et al. (32) 2013
Light-frame walls ST – Viau et al. (33) 2015
GLULAM beams ST 5.7− 7.1 Lacroix et al. (34) 2018
Light-frame walls ST 5.9− 16.5 Viau et al. (35) 2016
GLULAM beams ST 6− 7 Lacroix et al. (36) 2016
GLULAM beams ST 5.7− 8.3 Lacroix et al. (37) 2018
GLULAM beams ST – Lacroix et al. (38) 2019
CLT panels ST 5.1− 7 Lopez-Molina et al. (39) 2019

Connections

Light-frame walls ST 7.8− 12.8 Viau et al. (40) 2016
Light-frame walls ST 7.9− 18.3 Viau et al. (41) 2016
CLT panels ST 6.9 Côté et al. (42) 2018
CLT panels ST – Viau et al. (43) 2019
CLT panels ST 5.9− 8.4 Viau et al. (44) 2019
Plain wood ST 6.6 McGrath et al. (45) 2019
CLT panels ST 6− 7.4 Côté et al. (46) 2019
GLULAM beams ST 6.27− 6.67 Viau et al. (47) 2020

Analytical modelling

Light-frame walls – – Lacroix et al. (48) 2013
GLULAM beams ST 6.5− 7 Lacroix et al. (49) 2016
GLULAM beams ST 6.5− 33.5 Lacroix et al. (50) 2018
CLT panels FT 5.2− 9.3 Sanborn et al. (51) 2019
CLT panels – – Viau et al. (44) 2019
CLT panels ST – Viau et al. (52) 2019

Failure modes

GLULAM beams ST 7.1− 10.7 Lacroix et al. (28) 2014
Light-frame walls ST – Viau et al. (53) 2016
Light-frame walls – – Viau et al. (54) 2016
Light-frame walls ST – Viau et al. (55) 2016
GLULAM beams ST – Lacroix et al. (56) 2018

Assembly response

CLT panels – 23.7 Šliseris et al. (57) 2017
CLT panels FT 5.3− 7.5 Weaver et al. (58) 2018
SIP panels ST 5.9− 15.6 Phillips et al (59) 2021
CLT panels ST 3.4− 6.5 Van Le et al. (60) 2020

ST: Shock tube; FT: Field test

Experimental techniques used to study response of wood85

structures to blast loads86

Explosive field tests and shock tube testing are the two most common methods87

used to study the blast performance of timber structures (see Table 1). Both88

techniques aim to simulate real-world blast scenarios as realistically as possible,89
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although both have advantages and limitations in terms of the size and scale of90

test specimens, and magnitude of the blast loads that can be achieved.91

One of the typical methods for conducting blast testing is to generate the92

loading in a test field through the detonation of an explosive charge (51; 57; 58).93

The advantage of field tests is that the performance of timber structures can94

be characterised at large or full-scale under actual explosive loads that generate95

damage patterns and failure modes at realistic scales. Field tests are typically96

conducted at military test sites or large open spaces located in remote areas97

where free blast pressure clearing can be achieved under safe conditions, as seen98

in Figure 2(a). Live explosive test preparation is costly and time consuming99

as specialised personnel is required for explosive handling, the structures to be100

tested are comparatively large requiring specialised manufacture, and a wide101

variety of instrumentation must be placed and calibrated prior to each test.102

Only a limited number of tests on timber structures have been performed using103

live explosive tests, as listed in Table 1.104

Shock tubes are the most widely reported experimental technique for105

generating blast loads on timber structures. Pneumatically driven (13) and gas-106

detonation (59; 60) shock tubes have been used for this purpose, as shown in107

Figures 2(b) and 2(c), respectively. The advantage of shock tube testing is that108

relatively large-scale experiments can be performed in a controlled laboratory109

environment for the exploration of the fundamental behaviour of structures and110

validation of analytical models. Shock tube tests are rapid and less costly but111

are limited in size to study individual component-level behaviour. Structures112

mounted to the shock tubes for testing can be planar and cover the entire blast113

flow area, such as stud walls (55) and structural insulated panels (59). A load114

transfer device (LTD) must be used when non-planar targets, such as beams,115

columns, and connections, need to be tested in a shock tube. LTD, as shown in116

Figure 2(d), are designed to increase the tributary area over which shock wave117

pressures act and apply the pressure as a series of dynamic point loads acting118

on the test specimen. The primary disadvantage of the LTD is that it increases119

the total mass of the dynamic system, although it allows for load cells to be120

placed at the supports to measure the dynamic reactions. Shock tube testing121

with a LTD to generate high strain rate response of timber elements has been122

successfully used by multiple authors (27; 29; 35; 46; 54; 61).123

Regardless of the advantages and disadvantages of both experimental124

techniques, structural response of components tested subjected to far-field125

conditions are likely to be reproduced in a shock tube environment, as long as126
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the scaled distance is similar. However, response will be very different for close-127

in threats where blast pressure is non-uniform and likely generate shear/local128

failure, as shock tubes are unable to reach small scaled distances, typical from129

contact/close-in detonations.130

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2. Experimental techniques to study the response of wood structures to blast
loading: (a) live explosion, (b) pneumatically-driven (University of Ottawa) and (c)
gas-detonation shock tubes (Virginia Tech) and (d) four-point bending load transfer
device. Reprinted from Jacques et al. (61; 27) with permission from the © Canadian
Science Publishing or its licensors and the authors.

Dimensional Timber131

Dimensional timber is most often used in the light-frame wood stud walls of132

balloon- and platform-framed light timber buildings. Both consists of ribbed133

panels acting together in partial composite action through metallic fasteners134

joining OSB or plywood sheathing panels to the dimensional timber framing135

members (55). While balloon wall studs extend from the sill of the first story136
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to the top plate or end rafter of the second story, platform-framed walls are137

independent for each floor (62).138

The blast characterisation of dimensional timber construction has so far139

been limited to component-scale tests investigating the behaviour of individual140

studs (27) and full-scale walls with idealised boundary conditions (28; 30; 35;141

53; 54; 55). Generally, bending failure of the dimensional timber is reported142

to occur near locations of maximum moment causing a brittle rupture in the143

tension zone leading to the complete loss of load carrying capacity. According to144

Jacques et al. (27), dimension timber Spruce-Pine-Fir (SPF) studs subjected to145

high strain rate four-point bending caused by a hemispherical explosion with a146

scaled distance Z = 9.6 m/kg1/3 tended to a flexural failure mode. The typical147

failure modes observed by the authors are shown in Figure 3. Interestingly, the148

authors reported that failure did not necessarily occur at locations of defects149

and knots as expected under static loads (63). In many specimens, rupture of150

the tension-side fibres was first observed in clear sections of timber in a sudden151

and brittle manner, as illustrated in Figure 3.152

Figure 3. Typical failure modes of dimensional timber elements under blast loading.
Reprinted from Jacques et al. (27) with permission from the © Canadian Science
Publishing or its licensors.

The failure mode of light-frame stud walls is reported to be highly dependent153

on the sheathing and connections (35). When the sheathing has sufficient154

capacity to transfer applied blast loads to the dimensional timber studs, a155

predominantly flexural failure mode is observed consisting of a brash failure156

of studs with transverse fracture of longitudinal wood fibres, as illustrated in157
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Figure 4(a). Depending on the grade of the dimensional timber, however, the158

failure mode of the studs can shift to a more fibrous type of failure, when159

fibres tend to be longer and thicker, as suggested by Viau et al. (55). When160

the sheathing has inadequate capacity to resist the applied blast pressure,161

it will fail prematurely before transferring any significant load to the main162

framing members, as shown in Figure 4(b). Failure and fragmentation of the163

sheathing generates significant debris with high velocities that cause high hazard164

failures. Blowout failure of the sheathing is a commonly reported failure mode165

for light-frame construction under blast loading, having been reported by several166

authors (28; 30; 35). Moreover, field blast tests on full-scale light-frame wood167

structures have demonstrated that the overall damage to the structures is highly168

dependent on the damage of the rafters, studs and joists, as these are the main169

load bearing elements (64; 65; 66; 67).170

(a) (b)

Figure 4. Typical dynamic flexural failure mode of light-frame wood stud walls: (a) brash
tension of studs and (b) sheathing fragmentation. Reprinted with permission of ASCE,
from Viau and Doudak (40); permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center,
Inc.

High strain rates induced by blast loads, typically ranging from 0.1 to 1 s−1,171

result in an apparent increase of some material properties of the element172

during dynamic response, such as the modulus of elasticity, modulus of rupture,173

resistance and stiffness. This increase can be accounted for with a Dynamic174

Increase Factor (DIF), defined as the ratio of the dynamic property to its175

corresponding static value (68). While research studies on DIF as a function176
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of the strain rate are widely available for concrete (69; 70; 71; 72; 73) and177

steel (74; 75; 76), little research has been undertaken to establish the high strain178

rate behaviour of timber elements. Early research on the effects of high strain179

rate on wood has mainly focused on impact loading (77; 78; 79; 80).180

The apparent properties of dimensional timber show a strong sensitivity181

to strain rate. Jacques et al. (27) conducted a series of shock tube tests to182

investigate high strain rate flexural behaviour of individual dimensional timber183

studs to determine dynamic increase factors applied to both the modulus of184

elasticity (MOE) and modulus of rupture (MOR). The authors tested thirty185

38× 140× 2440 [mm3] SPF specimens in four-point bending by using a shock186

tube with and an LTD, subjecting the specimens to a simulated blast load187

characterised by a scaled distance Z = 9.6m/kg1/3. As the peak load transferred188

to the specimens was not recorded, the authors implemented an iterative SDOF189

model to estimate the actual dynamic stiffness of the specimens K, which was190

selected such that the predicted displacement time-history was in agreement191

with the experimental observation up to the time of failure. The determination192

of MOR was then computed based on the manipulation of the load-deformation193

equation incorporating the elastic member stiffness and relating the bending194

stress to the MOE and the strain at rupture εd, yielding195

fd =
Kεda

48I

(
3L2 − 4a2

)
, (1)

while the corresponding dynamic MOE was determined by relating the measured196

strain at failure to the dynamic MOR using Hooke’s Law. By relating the197

dynamic and static properties, obtained through a four-point quasi-static and198

dynamic bending test, the authors reported a clear increase of both properties199

under blast loading. For strain rates in the range [0.1, 1] s−1, the authors200

reported a DIF applied to the MOR of 1.41, and a DIF applied to the MOE of201

1.14. Additionally, the authors observed that the strain at rupture was enhanced202

by a factor of 1.18.203

To assess the influence of high strain rates on the flexural response of full-204

scale light-frame wood stud walls, Lacroix and Doudak (28) tested twenty205

specimens, composed by six machine-stressed-rated timber studs sheathed with206

a mix of oriented strand board (OSB) and plywood sheets, under static and207

dynamic loading. Under static loading, the specimens were tested to failure208

under four-point bending, with spreader beams spanning edge to edge. The209

dynamic testing was conducted by subjecting the specimens to a simulated210
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blast load, with scaled distances ranging from 7 to 33 m/kg1/3. Similarly to211

the approach used by Jacques et al. (27), these authors implemented an SDOF212

model to iteratively determine the dynamic stiffness and ultimate capacity, as213

the direct measuring of the dynamic resistance is experimentally challenging.214

Although two sheathing types were used in the wall systems, the strain rate215

sensitivity of the wall systems was found to be similar. For strain rates in the216

range of 0.17 to 0.54 s−1, Lacroix and Doudak (28) reported a DIF = 1.40 for217

the wall resistance and a DIF = 1.18 for the wall stiffness. Figure 5 shows the218

relative increase of resistance and stiffness for all tested walls, which is in good219

agreement with further testing of light-frame wood stud walls, under strain rates220

ranging from 0.19 to 0.91 s−1, conducted by Viau and Doudak (35). The reported221

relative increase in dynamic properties was also consistent with the findings222

of Jacques et al. (27) for individual dimensional timber studs. Additionally,223

Lacroix and Doudak (28) compiled a database of high strain rates from tests224

on dimension timber to establish the influence of strain rate on their dynamic225

properties, reporting that there is a strong correlation between the increase in226

strain rate and the relative increase in timber strength at the component level.227

For strain rates ranging from 10−5 to 103 s−1 this can be expressed as228

DIF = 1.46 + 0.1 log ε̇. (2)

(a) (b)

Figure 5. Experimental measurement of relative increase in (a) resistance and (b)
stiffness of light-frame wood stud walls comparing to their quasi-static behaviour.
Reprinted with permission of ASCE, from Lacroix and Doudak (28); permission conveyed
through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.

Cross-Laminated Timber229

Cross-Laminated Timber (CLT) is an EWP constructed from multiple layers230

of timber boards stacked at right angles and glued on their wide faces.This231

structural configuration provides good in- and out-of-plane strength and232
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stiffness (29). Cross-laminated timber is perhaps one of the most studied type of233

EWPs under blast effects (see Table 1). This can be attributed to the fact that234

CLT panels have less variable mechanical properties than dimensional timber,235

leading to much more accurate design processes, which makes it an excellent236

candidate for blast protection purposes (46; 81).237

The failure mode of CLT members is reported to exhibit strain rate sensitivity.238

Poulin et al. (29) conducted an experimental study where the out-of-plane239

static and dynamic behaviour of 3- and 5-ply CLT panels using a shock tube240

and four-point bending LTD. These authors reported that the predominant241

static failure mode was flexure, while some specimens under dynamic loading242

experienced significant rolling shear in addition to flexure failure, as shown in243

Figure 6. Rolling shear was characterised by an inter-fibre cracking due to shear244

strains in the plane perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the wood fibres.245

Interestingly, Poulin et al. noted that due to the early onset of rolling shear246

failure, the longitudinal laminates deflected almost as individual elements rather247

than a composite section. Furthermore, tension-side failure initiated in locations248

such as finger joints or defects, followed by damage propagation throughout the249

section. Such complex failure modes were also reported by Viau et al. (52), who250

observed a degradation of the stiffness when significant rolling shear with no251

flexure failure was observed.252

Weaver et al. (58) conducted the first of its kind full-scale explosive tests253

on three 4.6 m2 footprint two-storey CLT structures with a single bay (see254

Figure 7(a)) attempting to demonstrate the ability of CLT construction to255

resist blast loading. Tests were conducted using 0.45 kg solid TNT charge at a256

stand-off distance of 22.9 m. Two of the structures had 3.66 m high storeys257

and one had 3.05 m high storeys. Aside from story height and CLT panel258

grades, the dimensions and detailing of the three structures were identical. The259

structures included proper boundary connections between panels. Cases with260

and without superimposed dead loads were investigated by placing concrete261

blocks on the first floor and roof, with the former aiming to simulate a five-story262

office/residential building. The authors reported that the structures with dead263

load exhibited less damage than those without dead load for the same loading264

conditions, for all the CLT grades. Failure of the front panels was characterised265

by a flexure failure of the same laminates on the tension side of the front face,266

as shown in Figures 7(b-c), which is in accordance with the findings of Poulin et267

al. for single CLT panels (29).268
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 6. Typical dynamic failure modes of CLT panels under blast loading and
corresponding representative sketch: (a-b) flexure and (c-d) rolling shear. Reprinted with
permission of ASCE, from Poulin et al. (29); permission conveyed through Copyright
Clearance Center, Inc.

Poulin et al. (29) addressed the out-of-plane behaviour of CLT panels under269

blast loading in the only publicly available study so far. In total, eighteen270

cross-laminated timber panels composed of three and five-plies of spruce-pine-271

fir timber were tested under shock tube blast loads and quasi-static four-point272

bending. These authors included a load cell between the specimens and the273

supports to directly record the dynamic support reactions. Dynamic resistance274

functions were then calculated as a function of the recorded dynamic reactions275

and force-time histories, assuming the specimen to be a simply supported276

beam with distributed mass to resolve inertial loads. The dynamic resistance277

curves exhibited an increase in strength when comparing to the static data, but278

an evident increase in member stiffness was observed, as shown in Figure 8.279

Poulin et al. reported an average DIF of 1.28 on the maximum resistance of280

the specimens. It should be noted that these are applicable to CLT specimens281

exposed to blast waves representative of far-field blast explosions with uniform282

loading and minimal localised damage.283

Two studies on CLT panels were conducted by Lowak et al. (82; 83) testing284

a series of simply supported panels under out-of-plane simulated blast loads.285

These authors also proposed an SDOF model to predict the behaviour of the286

specimens. While the reports are unpublished, it has been described in the287
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 7. Cross-laminated timber structures subjected to full-scale explosive testing: (a)
test setup and interior damage of the front face of one of the (b) unloaded and (c) roof
loaded structures. Reprinted with permission of ASCE, from Weaver et al. (58);
permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.

literature that properties of CLT under blast loading can be calculated from288

manufacturer data using a 0.70 factor applied to the stiffness and a strength289

increase factor of 1.60 applied to the recommended design stress (84).290

Glued-Laminated Timber291

Glued-laminated timber (glulam) consists of a stacking sequence of two or292

more layers of dimensional timber bonded together with durable structural293

adhesives, where the grain of all layers runs parallel to the length of the294

member. While glulam can be manufactured with one single timber board295

per layer, multi-piece laminations are also frequently used, where two or more296

pieces of timber are placed together across the width. The applicability of297

glulam typically ranges from simple, straight beams or columns to complex,298

curved members. Due to long-span requirements of specific projects, individual299

timber layers are connected at their ends by cutting a set of complementary,300

interlocking profiles in the two pieces of wood, increasing the surface area for301
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(a) (b)

Figure 8. Experimental static (grey) and dynamic (black) resistance-displacement curves
for (a) 3-ply and (b) 5-ply CLT panels. Reprinted with permission of ASCE, from
Poulin et al. (29); permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.

gluing and enabling a larger force to be transmitted across the discontinuity302

at the end of one lamination to the next. This is commonly referred to as303

finger jointing, which allows for continuous members of any required length.304

Due to different manufacturing approaches, multi-piece lamination members305

can be found to have closely-aligned finger joints (FJs) over the width of the306

member or randomly distributed, commonly referred to as staggered FJs.307

Blast-loaded glulam beams and columns have been typically tested in shock308

tube testing facilities (31; 36; 37; 56; 85). A common finding among these studies309

is that FJs affect the behaviour of glulam members subjected to blast loading.310

Lacoix and Doudak (31) reported that the presence of FJs in single-piece311

lamination members are most likely to induce failure initiation at their location,312

typically leading to brash tension failure with some longitudinal cracking. On the313

other hand, multi-piece lamination members generally experienced significantly314

more crack propagation and splintering, as shown in Figures 9(a-b). Similar315

failure modes were also reported by Lacroix et al. (85), who presented the316

results of a group of 80× 228 [mm2] cross-section glulam beams under simulated317

blast loading in four point bending. Specifically, their findings indicate that the318

initiation of failure at FJs is more likely to happen when these are located in the319

constant moment region. However, while some beams developed a brash tension320

failure, others developed a simple tension failure, without reaching the outer321

compression fibre.322
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Several authors have studied the effect of axial loading on the performance323

of glulam elements used as columns. Lacroix and Doudak (50) compared the324

dynamic failure mode of 137× 222 [mm2] cross-section glulam members with325

and without axial loading subjected to simulated blast loads. These authors326

found out that axial load was not constant throughout the response of the327

column and that it dropped at a consistent rate independent of axial-load328

levels. It was also reported that the application of an axial load induces damage329

around the member’s mid-span, with failure being characterised by significant330

compression damage and wrinkling of fibres, as shown in Figure 9(c). Such331

findings are also supported by previous research (31; 49).332

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 9. Representative dynamic failure modes of glulam beams with (a) single and (b)
multiple laminate across the component width and (c) columns. Reprinted with
permission of ASCE, from Lacroix and Doudak (56); permission conveyed through
Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.

Considerations on strain rate sensitivity of glulam have been limited to the333

studies conducted by Lacroix and Doudak (38; 49; 56) at the University of334

Ottawa, who observed an enhancement of its ultimate strength under high strain335

rates. Thirty-eight full-scale 2.4 m long glulam timber beams with different336

dimensions were statically and dynamically tested to failure under four-point337

bending (56). Blast testing was conducted using a shock tube and load transfer338
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device, generating high strain rate responses in the range of 0.14− 0.51 s−1.339

The performance of glulam beams was closely correlated with how the finger340

joints were distributed along the member. Findings indicate that single-piece341

lamination members, where only one continuous FJ running across the width342

of the element and near the maximum moment region (see Figure 10(a)),343

had a significantly lower resistance than multi-piece lamination members with344

closely-aligned (Figure 10(b)) and staggered FJs (Figure 10(c)). The results345

have shown that a DIF = 1.14 in flexural strength is appropriate for glulam346

members that have staggered FJs in the outer tension lamination. By contrast,347

no DIF is observed when continuous of closely-aligned FJs are present. Such348

conclusions were also highlighted by Lacroix and Doudak (38), who tested349

seventy unretrofitted and FRP retrofitted glulam beams and columns. An350

additional observation indicate that no dynamic increase was found for the351

stiffness and failure strain.352

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 10. Glue-laminated specimens tested by Lacroix and Doudak: (a) single-piece
lamination and multiple-piece lamination members with (b) closely-aligned and (c)
staggered FJs. Reprinted with permission of ASCE, from Lacroix and Doudak (56);
permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.
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Structural Insulated Panels353

Structural insulated panels (SIPs) are panelised construction systems composed354

of a lightweight foam core between two oriented strand board (OSB) facers.355

This structural system is particularly relevant due to its insulation properties356

and high stiffness, which are generally primarily related to the thickness of the357

foam (59). At a material level, OSB facers are known to be strain-rate dependent,358

as identified by Meng et al. (86) after a series of dynamic tensile tests. The359

authors concluded that, for a strain rate up to 28.7 s−1, the material tensile360

strength is approximately twice the quasi-static tensile strength. Generally, the361

authors found that, for strain rates ranging from 4× 10−5 to 28.7 s−1, there is362

a steady increase of the dynamic tensile strength with the strain rate as363

σdyn = σstat(1.776 log(ε̇) + 14.27), (3)

where σdyn and σstat are the dynamic and quasi-static tensile strength,364

respectively.365

When subjected to axial or out-of-plane transverse loads, SIPs exhibit a366

sudden, brittle failure, after a linear load-deflection response, with highly367

variable failure modes (87; 88). Phillips et al. (59) tested 95 mm thick368

polyurethane closed-cell foam core with 11 mm OSB facers SIP panels subjected369

to simulated blast loads, as shown in Figure 11(a). Simulated roof and floor370

diaphragms were installed to include the effect of realistic boundary conditions.371

The authors reported that as-built SIP panels exhibited poor performance372

when subjected to blast loading, with a controlling failure mode of longitudinal373

splitting of the inlet nailer at the top of the wall for the roof connection and374

shear failure of the lag screws connecting the roof SIP to the inlet nailer. Such375

failure mode is consistent with previous research on light-frame wood stud walls376

subjected to blast loads (35). In addition to connection failure, OSB panels377

failed after delaminating from the foam core, as shown in Figure 11(b).378

Performance of connections379

As timber structures tend to be statically determinate, the ability of connections380

and fasteners to maintain a continuous load path and dissipate energy is381

of extreme importance under blast loading. Often, these connections are382

either proprietary or developed on a project-by-project basis. Ideally, timber383

connections should be designed to yield and dissipate energy as timber structural384
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(a) (b)

Figure 11. SIP panels under simulated blast loads: (a) test setup and (b) failure due to
connection failure and consequent OSB fracture. Reprinted with permission of Elsevier,
from Phillips et al. (59); permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.

elements tend to be brittle (89). Research on timber connections has mainly385

focused on seismic behaviour (90; 91; 92) and there has been little research into386

the behaviour of structural timber connections subject to blast loading. To date,387

research has been limited to the study of connections in light-frame wood stud388

walls, wall-to-floor connections in CLT assemblies and exploratory testing of389

bolted connections on plain wood.390

Some authors have discussed the behaviour of proprietary and commercially391

available wall-to-floor and wall-to-roof connections. Viau and Doudak (41)392

conducted a series of blast tests on 2070× 2108 [mm2] light-frame wood stud393

walls with varying connection details. Examples of the tested connections and394

typical failure modes are shown in Figure 12. The use of prescriptive connection395

detailing, such as nailed/screwed connections, is not adequate to maintain396

connectivity to the floors prior to the wall studs reaching their full capacity,397

leading to premature failure and production of flying debris during blast. The398

use of joist hangers, however, allowed the studs to reach their ultimate capacity399

and fail in flexure, contrarily to the use of nails and screws. Twists straps also400

performed poorly, leading to either rupture of the straps or splitting of the stud.401

The use of steel angles, however, performed reasonably well and allowed for all402

the studs to achieve their ultimate capacity with little damage to the connector.403

It caused a slight increase in rotational stiffness reducing the maximum and404
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residual deflections of the stud. This indicates that while an over-design factor405

is appropriate to ensure development of full capacity of the structural elements,406

the type of connector and construction detailing are of great importance to the407

performance of the wall system (41).408

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 12. Typical mechanical connections for light-frame stud wall assemblies: (a)
bearing connector and splitting failure, (b) over-designed bearing connector and
rupture-splitting failure, (c) twist straps and failure of studs and (d) angle brackets with
minimal damage after the wall achieved their ultimate capacity. Reprinted from Viau and
Doudak (41) with permission from the © Canadian Science Publishing or its licensors
and the authors.

In CLT construction, connections may enhance the performance of the409

elements by providing energy dissipation mechanisms, preventing the wall410

elements from reaching their intended flexural capacity. Côté and Doudak (42;411

46) investigated the effects of realistic boundary conditions on the behaviour of412

CLT walls when subjected to simulated out-of-plane blast loads (see Figure 13).413

These authors performed 13 full-scale dynamic tests on 5-ply 2082× 450×414

175 [mm3] CLT panels. To simulate the in-plane stiffness of the floor diaphragms415

above and below the CLT wall, specimens were connected to two horizontal416

end blocks cut from undamaged CLT panels. Although screw-type connections417

were designed to resist 20% more load than the anticipated dynamic reactions,418

they performed poorly when subjected to out-of-plane loading and failed419

prematurely in brittle tension. On the other hand, bearing type connections,420

where compression perpendicular to grain failure is promoted, performed well421

even when under-designed for the expected dynamic reactions. Steel yielding422
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of thin steel angles provided significant energy dissipation and wood crushing,423

which resulted in reduced overall deflections. Although thicker angle connectors424

experienced little deformation in the angle itself, the connection translated425

appreciably due to the deformation of the screws, which provided a certain426

degree of rotational restraint. Furthermore, using balloon type construction427

detailing provided fixity at the wall-to-floor locations due to the continuous428

wall span. As the possibility for any brittle tension perpendicular to grain failure429

was eliminated using this solution, the failure mode for this connection type was430

dominated by bending.431

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 13. Typical CLT wall-to-floor connections and failure modes: (a) end-grain
screws, (b) thin steel angles, (c) thick steel angles and (d) balloon type construction.
Reprinted with permission of Elsevier, from Côté and Doudak (46); permission conveyed
through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.

McGrath et al. (45) measured the dynamic dowel embedment strength and432

stiffness of bolted connections on plain wood specimens. The authors used steel433

side plates with a single bolt connecting the wood specimens, in both parallel434

and perpendicular directions to the grain. When loaded in blast parallel to the435

grain, the wood specimens exhibited a small load plateau (due to wood cell436

crushing) before failing by wood splitting. To avoid the splitting, tests were437

repeated with self-tapping screws applied into the wood, perpendicularly to438

the bolted connection. In that case, specimens were kept together, suppressing439

the brittle tension and significantly improving the ductility of the connection.440

Specimens loaded in the perpendicular direction to the grain, however, exhibited441
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splitting only at large displacements, which was not detrimental to the load442

carrying capacity of the connections. McGrath et al. reported that the yield443

load and stiffness experienced DIFs of 1.09 and 1.20, respectively, in the direction444

parallel to the grain, and DIFs of 1.24 and 1.77, respectively, in the direction445

perpendicular to the grain.446

Similarly, Viau and Doudak (47) conducted a series of tests on glulam beams447

aiming to better understand the performance of slender bolts within full-scale448

glulam assemblies, when subjected to blast loads perpendicular to the wood449

grain. Shock pressure waves were converted into two concentrated loads applied450

directly onto the specimens with an LTD. Eleven specimens with representative451

beam-to-floor connections were tested with various steel–wood–steel bolted452

connections, consisting of 12.7 mm diameter, 203.2 mm long bolts with 6.4 mm453

thick steel side plates, as shown in Figure 14(a). These authors observed that454

failure in the connections was dominated by bolt bending (yielding) and wood455

crushing caused by deformation of the bolts, as visible in Figures 14(b-c). This456

was most prevalent in specimens where wood splitting did not occur. On the457

one hand, all glulam beams failed prior to attaining an ultimate shear failure in458

the bolts, which explains the limited bolt deformation observed in Figure 14(b).459

On the other hand, specimens designed to fail in brittle perpendicular-to-grain460

splitting, achieved by an increased unloaded edge distance, induced lengthwise461

cracks passing through the centre line of the bolt holes and propagating462

throughout the length of the beam, as shown in Figure 14(d). Viau and Doudak463

reported that, overall, connections designed to yield in bolt bending performed464

better than those that were over-designed.465

Viau et al. (93) developed and tested specially designed energy-absorbing466

connections (EACs) for glulam members, such as those shown in Figure 15.467

These authors reported that EACs fully deformed and reached densification,468

which significantly increased the energy-absorbing capabilities of glulam469

assemblies. As the connection yielded, it limited the load on the wood470

member, delaying failure. Assemblies equipped with these EACs were capable471

of withstanding greater blast pressure-impulse combinations when compared472

to typical glulam and CLT connections. It has been shown that the type of473

connections and detailing play a significant role in the performance of timber474

structural systems. Typical connection details used to resist gravity and in-475

plane shear loads cause premature failure of the systems and are inadequate for476

out-of-plane blast loads.477
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 14. (a) Representative wall-to-floor bolted connection; typical (b) bolt yielding
and (c) wood crushing damage, and splitting failure in over-designed beams. Reprinted
with permission of ASCE, from Viau and Doudak (47); permission conveyed through
Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.

Retrofitting techniques for blast-deficient timber structures478

Blast retrofitting may be necessary when existing timber structures have design479

deficiencies leading to inadequate strength, stiffness and ductility. Most studies480

have focused on retrofitting techniques to reduce overall damage levels at481

component level by allowing the members to develop flexural capacity beyond482

the peak resistance.483

Blasts tests on light-frame walls have shown that some types of sheathing484

are prone to blow out failures, causing hazardous flying debris. Viau and485

Doudak (33; 35) proposed special sheathing details to increase sheathing486

capacity to transfer loads to the studs, as well as catcher systems to limit debris487

if sheathing failure can not be avoided. Viau and Doudak reported that stud488

walls with typical 11 mm OSB sheathing panels fastened to the studs with nails489
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Figure 15. Energy-absorbing connector for CLT before testing. Reprinted with permission
of ASCE, from Viau and Doudak (93); permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance
Center, Inc.

tend to fail prematurely at pressures higher than 35 kPa. This type of failure,490

shown in Figure 16(a), created significant debris due to failure of connections491

between the sheathing and the studs. These authors also tested an improved492

sheathing design using 18.5 mm plywood fastened to the studs with screws.493

The new design, shown in Figure 16(b), shifted the failure to the studs after494

bending failure of the sheathing at the wall mid-height, decreasing the amount of495

sheathing debris. Lacroix et al. (32) reported similar levels of blast enhancement496

when plywood panels were used in light-frame walls, rather than OSB sheets,497

which exhibited poor performance.498

When the use of OSB sheathing in light-framed walls is unavoidable, welded499

wire mesh (WWM) can be used as a reinforcement, as investigated by Viau et500

al. (33; 35). When WMM is applied in the compression side of the studs, placed501

at the OSB/studs interface, it acts as a reinforcement of the sheathing, allowing502

for larger displacements to occur in the OSB. Contrarily, when applied on the503

outer face of the studs, it mainly works as a catcher system, allowing for the504

axial capacity of the studs to remain unchanged. Both attempts showed that505

the WWM allowed the pressure to be completely transferred to the studs when506

used as a reinforcement and successfully capture all the sheathing debris when507

used as a catcher system, as shown in Figures 16(c) and (d).508

Although the incorporation of non-timber materials into a composite timber-509

based element has not been extensively evaluated, exploratory testing was510

conducted by Viau et al. on the replacement of wood sheathing panels by511

corrugated steel panels commonly used in metal deck floor construction.512
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 16. Blast testing of wood stud walls with different sheathing types: (a) OSB and
(b) plywood, and WWM retrofitting on the (c) stud’s compression and (d) tension faces.
Reprinted with permission of ASCE, from Viau and Doudak (40); permission conveyed
through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.

These authors also reported that such a solution induces a significantly stiffer513

behaviour of the global system, which resulted in significantly different cracking514

patterns and higher post-blast axial capacity.515

The use of fibre reinforced polymers (FRP) in other construction methods,516

such as reinforced concrete, has been a first choice for strengthening elements517

under blast loading (94; 95). Its potential to strengthening timber elements was518

investigated by Lacroix and Doudak (34; 36; 37; 38). The authors investigated519

the effect of glass-fibre reinforced polymers (GFRP) on the flexural behaviour520

of glulam beams by using different retrofitting solutions, as shown in Figure 17.521

Depending on the solution, peak resistance and displacement at peak resistance522

increased by 1.35− 1.57 and 1.3− 1.62, respectively. Nevertheless, the use of523

tension-only reinforcement induced premature debonding between the GFRP524

and the wood as the outer tension laminates pushed the FRP outwards, causing525

separation between the two materials, as shown in Figure 17(a). Contrarily,526

the use of additional FRP confinement over the full length of the member527

was found to prevent the loss of composite action, altering the failure mode528

from simple tension failure to a combination of brash tension and compression529

failure, limiting the damage to a small region, as shown in Figure 17(b). While530

neither of the two retrofitting options discussed above provided significant531

post-peak resistance, the addition of a U-shaped tension reinforcement with532

partial-length confinement provided a post-peak resistance of approximately533

75% of peak resistance, as the partial-length confinement was able to delay the534

debonding between the FRP and wood beyond peak resistance. Results also535
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indicated that the addition of FRP on glulam beams contributed to arresting536

crack development and bridge defects.537

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 17. Description of the glulam retrofitted beams, and corresponding failure modes,
tested by Lacroix and Doudak: (a) UD longitudinal FRP, (b) UD longitudinal FRP with
full-length UD confinement and (c) UD U-shaped FRP with partial-length UD
confinement. Reprinted with permission of ASCE, from Lacroix and Doudak (37);
permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.

FRPs have also been employed in retrofitting insulated structural panels.538

Aiming to increase the flexural strength of SIPs, Phillips et al. (59) attached539

FRP wallboards to the front and back faces using structural adhesive. In this540

case, failure of the panels initiated with a shear crack located in the top third541

of the panel, as visible in Figure 18(a). These authors observed that the FRP542

reinforced SIP withstood maximum pressure and impulse that were 1.4 and 3.0543

times larger than the as-built panel, respectively.544

In addition to FRPs, Phillips et al. (59) have also evaluated the use of three545

38 mm wide, 0.9 mm thick galvanised steel straps attached to both faces of the546

panels using long screws. The additional strength provided by the steel straps547

was found to dramatically increase flexural resistance and prevent flexural failure548

of the OSB, forcing the panels to fail in shear, as shown in Figure 18(b).549

Similarly, Lopez-Molina and Doudak (39) conducted an experimental testing550

campaign on 3 and 5-ply CLT panels using a fabric retrofit solution. The authors551

reported that, regardless the retrofit configuration (U-shaped fabric and full552

confinement), the use of GFRP layers enhanced the overall behaviour of the553

panels resulting in a significant increase in peak resistance, ductility, and post-554

peak resistance. Particularly, peak resistance and ductility of the specimens were555
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(a) (b)

Figure 18. Failure modes of structural insulated panels strengthened with (a) FRP
wallboards and (b) steel straps subjected to blast loading. Reprinted with permission of
Elsevier, from Phillips et al. (59); permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance
Center, Inc.

increased by factors 1.3− 1.6 and 1.6− 3.0, respectively. Between the retrofit556

solutions, it was noted that the U-shaped configuration delivers the best results,557

which is in accordance with the findings of Lacroix and Doudak (37) regarding558

glulam beams.559

Tensioned steel strapping, commonly used to package industrial equipment,560

was studied as a retrofit technique to reduce or eliminate the effect of rolling561

shear in CLT panels subject to blast loads. Steel straps have mostly been used as562

a way to provided active and passive confinement pressures in bridge columns,563

which in turn improves the ductility, flexural response, and shear capacity of564

the concrete columns. A recent study, however, investigated their efficiency565

in improving the flexural capacity of CLT members under blast loading (39).566

Lopez-Molina and Doudak tested 3 and 5-ply CLT panels retrofitted with 9567

width and 0.74mm thickness. These authors observed that using transverse steel568

straps only at the bottom and top thirds of the slab had minimal effect on the569

flexural behaviour. Contrarily, their use at every laminate significantly increases570

the post-peak resistance of the member. Additionally, when longitudinal and571
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transverse wraps are simultaneously used, a reduced rolling shear failure and572

the complete elimination of flying debris was achieved, as shown in Figure 19.573

Although this technique allows higher peak resistance and initial stiffness, it574

also induces delamination between the longitudinal and transverse wood layers.575

(a) (b)

Figure 19. Example of the damage observed in CLT panels retrofitted with steel straps
under blast loading: (a) failure mode and (b) detail of the compression and tension zone.
Reprinted with permission of Elsevier, from Lopez-Molina and Doudak (39); permission
conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.

Modelling of timber structures576

Most of the research conducted on the behaviour of light-frame and heavy timber577

under blast loading is based on experimental testing. It is extremely useful,578

however, that engineers and designers can access simplified analytical models579

for predicting the behaviour of a given element, expediting the design process580

of timber protective structures.581

Single degree-of-freedom (SDOF) models, which consist of transforming a582

structural element with distributed properties into an equivalent system, by583

means of a lumped mass and a spring representing the member stiffness, have584

been implemented by several authors for predicting the dynamic response of585

timber structures under blast loading.586

Lacroix et al. (28; 31; 49; 56) have modelled the behaviour of glulam beams587

and columns and reported that SDOF models can be effective in predicting588
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the maximum displacement and time to maximum displacement, providing589

resistance curves that can accurately capture the behaviour of the element are590

used. Linear-elastic relationships were found to adequately capture the dynamic591

response of glulam beams. As for CLT, step-wise relationships with drops in592

resistance, representing the loss of the bottom laminates, have been proposed593

by several authors, delivering accurate predictions on the behaviour of CLT594

members under blast loading (42; 44; 46; 52; 81). SDOF modelling has also595

been employed to predict the behaviour of light-frame wood stud walls. Viau et596

al. (35; 40; 53) proposed simplifying wood stud walls as T-sections composed597

by one stud with the flange pertaining to its tributary width. According to598

the authors, the model was found to accurately predict the behaviour of the599

wall studs when sheathing tearing was observed, as long as full transfer of the600

pressure to the studs is ensured. However, SDOF modelling is found to be an601

unreliable method when heavy damage and failure occurs in the connectors due602

to its inability to account for the effects of rotational restraint from the boundary603

connections, as reported by Viau and Doudak (41).604

While the majority of studies have primarily dealt with idealised boundary605

conditions, a few studies have focused on the modelling of realistic conditions.606

Côté et al. (42; 46) concluded that simplified SDOF models developed607

for idealised simply-supported conditions are not adequate to describe the608

behaviour of CLT panels with representative wall-to-floor connections, either609

screws or angle brackets. The model over-predicted the deflection of the panel610

and was not capable of incorporating the deflections in the connections. In611

an attempt to overcome this, Viau et al. (44; 81) proposed a two degree-of-612

freedom system (TDOF) where the CLT assembly was represented by a beam613

element connected to springs, accounting for the lateral stiffness of the various614

connections. This approach was found to adequately capture the system’s615

response with reasonable accuracy in terms of maximum mid-span displacement616

and time-to-maximum mid-span displacement, as well as the correct failure617

mode (i.e. connection or panel failure).618

Although it is common practice amongst designers and engineering619

practitioners to choose simplified models over more complex analyses, resorting620

to more resource-intensive finite element models allows for more detailed621

and thorough investigations. While multiple studies have focused on the622

development of FE models to evaluate the fire resistance (96; 97; 98) and623

seismic performance (99; 100; 101) of mass timber products, the use of such624

models for blast analysis is still very scarce. In one of the studies, Šliseris et625
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al. (57) presented a non-linear numerical simulation of a CLT wall subjected626

to a blast wave with a peak reflected pressure of 10 kPa. The authors reported627

that the deformation of shear wood layer has a major impact on the predicted628

behaviour of the wall. The model was developed considering full bond action629

between timber layers, which might be over simplistic to accurately predict the630

complex inter-layer interactions. More recently, Van Le et al. (60) developed and631

validated a FE model of CLT panels against experimental testing, taking into632

account the anisotropy of each CLT layer. These authors conducted a sensitivity633

analysis on the the stiffness of the panel and reported that it has a marginal634

effect on the peak displacement. Their model was also used to investigate the635

strain rate dependency of the modulus of elasticity, which was found to increase636

with increasing blast pressures, leading to a DIF in the range 1.05− 1.43.637

In a different study, Chen et al. (102) developed and calibrated a FE638

model of a structural insulated panel aiming to study its blast resistance and639

energy absorption capacities when subjected to far field explosions. Although640

the authors used metal skins instead of typical OSB boards, the modelling641

approaches and simplifications adopted could be applicable for studying timber-642

based SIPs.643

Design Codes, Standards, and Guidelines644

There are very few published design codes, standards, or guidelines related to645

blast-resistant design of timber structures. The Canadian Standard CSA S850646

“Design and assessment of buildings subjected to blast loads” is the first and647

only structural code that provide explicit requirements for the blast design648

of timber buildings (103). Its provisions for timber design, however, are still649

underdeveloped due to the limit experimental testing available at the time they650

were developed. Generally, the CSA S850 approach is to compute the dynamic651

design resistance of wood elements using a DIF of 1.40 applied universally to652

the material strength of all types of wood products under blast loading. Recent653

research has, however, indicated that this overly generic approach does not654

reflect the behaviour of all wood products, as the difference in behaviour between655

defect-free and in-grade wood raises the question of how applicable these results656

are to the practical design of blast resistant wood structures (27; 31; 48).657

Other studies also raise concerns about code response limits, which tend to658

overestimate the ductility of wood elements, especially those corresponding to659

hazardous damage levels (55).660
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Typically, blast design standards also advise on the design of connections and661

anchorage systems. CSA S850 (103) recommends connections in wood elements662

to be over-designed to allow the member to fully develop their resistance663

and/or ductility capacity, with a governing limit state of bearing failure in664

the wood member or connector. Such requirements may not be appropriate665

for the design of timber structures due to their brittle nature, as requiring the666

connections to be over-designed may shift the failure mode of the structural667

element (44; 53). Additional guidance on how to retrofit timber elements to668

enhance their performance under blast loading is not available in the Canadian669

blast design standard.670

Wood components are also referenced in ASCE/SEI 59-11 “Blast Protection671

of Building” (104). ASCE/SEI 59-11 considers that structural systems designed672

using timber shall meet or exceed the provisions of ‘The American Forest Paper673

Association’s National Design Specification for Wood Construction” (105) and674

meet ductility limits of µ = 1 (superficial damage), µ = 2 (moderate damage),675

µ = 3 (heavy damage) and µ = 4 (hazardous damage) for blast considerations.676

The code refers to the material as dimensional timber, and recommends,677

however, that specific test data, if available, should be used, as the response678

limits documented are based on very limited test data from temporary light-679

frame military structures. it does not provide any response limits for mass680

timber components under blast loading or design guidelines, which is a major681

shortcoming of this document.682

More recently, the US Army Corps of Engineers published a technical report683

(PDC-TR 18-02) on the analysis of CLT construction subjected to airblast684

loads (106). The report defines that the resistance of a CLT panel subjected685

to out-of-plane airblast loading shall be computed assuming one-way action,686

suggesting the use of bilinear or trilinear relationships. The document also687

reports on response limits of CLT structures, based on qualitative damage688

observed from the experimental tests performed by Weaver et al. (58). PDC-689

TR 18-02 defines how to determine expected material properties for use in the690

analysis , how to construct a resistance function appropriate for CLT panels691

and how to assess the results of SDOF analyses using the documented response692

limits. It does, however, lack extensive experimental support for the general693

recommendations made throughout the document regarding the characterisation694

of the structure’s resistance and boundary conditions.695

Overall, given the infancy of existing design codes, there is no practical696

information on which EWP systems are preferred for different blast697
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conditions/structural use. Nevertheless, based on the current literature, it can be698

estimated that different EWPs provide better response than others for particular699

conditions. Exterior cladding is the first line of defence of a structure and,700

for that reason, extra precaution should be taken when selecting the EWP701

type. For high scaled distances the use of light-frame stud walls or structural702

insulated panels might be a good option, while heavy cross-laminated timber703

panels are a better choice in case of near-field or contact detonations (low scaled704

distances), due to the low probability of generating flying debris. Lateral force705

resisting systems, as moment-frames or shear walls, greatly benefit from the706

use of dimensional timber studs in the event of blast loading with high scaled707

distances, while cross-laminated timber panels and glue-laminated timber beams708

and columns are preferred when dealing with explosions characterised by a low709

scaled distance, as their ability to withstand high intensity and localised shock710

waves play a significant role. Although such preliminary conclusions can be711

drawn based on studies addressed in this review, further research and support712

is still needed. Nevertheless, they can help guide practitioners and engineers on713

the use of mass timber products in protective design.714

Future perspectives and conclusions715

This paper presents a comprehensive review of experimental and analyti-716

cal/numerical research on the blast performance of light-frame and heavy-timber717

structures. It provides insights of experimental testing of timber structures under718

high strain rates, performance of mechanical connectors, external retrofitting719

and modelling of timber structures. Furthermore, prescriptions included in720

design codes and technical reports considering timber to resists blast loading are721

discussed, highlighting key aspects to which designers and engineers may need722

to pay special attention. Existing research has indicated that timber structures723

can effectively resist blast loads and be considered excellent candidates for blast724

protection. While much of the available research is qualitative, there is still a725

general lack of understanding on the fundamental behaviour of timber under726

blast loading.727

Despite the significant findings on the blast performance of light and heavy728

timber structures, further research efforts are still required to thoroughly729

understand its complex behaviour under blast loading. Some specific aspects730

that have been identified are listed below:731
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1. Increasing axial load levels on timber elements subjected to out-of-plane732

blast loading have been found to contribute for a loss in moment capacity.733

However, the correlation with member height and cross section dimensions734

is still unclear and not accounted for in the generation of resistance-735

deflection relationships;736

2. Given the brittle nature of timber elements, mechanical connectors play a737

significant role dissipating energy through plastic deformation. When not738

properly designed, however, premature failure of the structural systems739

may occur. While some studies have been conducted on commercially740

available connectors, a comprehensive study for blast resistant applications741

is still lacking, as the understanding of parameters such as strength,742

ductility and energy dissipation capacity is still in its early stages;743

3. Traditionally, building components support additional non-structural744

elements, such as insulation and gypsum wallboard, that may become745

flying hazard debris. While the added mass and stiffness may improve the746

structural performance from a theoretical point of view, their presence747

can potentially shift failure modes and the overall response of timber748

components. Although this is a critical aspect of protective design,749

available research is still limited when it comes to timber components.750

4. Retrofitting of timber elements aim to increase the flexural capacity of751

bending elements and/or to reduce the hazard of flying debris due to752

wood failure. While studies have indicated that blast resistance of timber753

structures can be significantly increased through the use of bonded FRPs754

or steel straps, the development of full bearing capacity is highly dependent755

on suitable retrofit anchoring systems. Further studies on the design of756

these anchorage systems based on specific timber components should be757

carried out;758

5. Previous studies have solely concentrated on far-field detonation effects,759

while conclusions drawn on timber structures subjected to close-range760

detonations are nonexistent. Additionally, the study of shear transfer761

mechanisms due to blast loading is still very scarce or nonexistent;762

6. Simplified analytical methods can accurately predict the response of763

timber structures, provided resistance curves that accurately capture764

the global load-deformation response of the timber component are used.765

However, SDOF techniques break down when retrofitting techniques766

affect the resistance characteristics of timber components or heavy767

damage/failure occurs in the connections;768
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7. Further efforts shall be devoted to developing finite element models769

capable of predicting the dynamic failure modes of timber structures and770

the complex wave-structure interaction;771

8. Prescriptions included in design codes for the analysis and design of772

timber structures under blast loading are still underdeveloped and not773

species-specific, as they generally consider timber as a universal material.774

Additionally, codes typically recommend connections to be over-designed775

to allow the member to fully develop its resistance capacity. This may shift776

the global failure mode due to timber brittle nature. Further development777

of design codes is highly recommended;778

9. Blast testing has been typically conducted on a case-by-case basis given the779

lack of testing standards for blast loaded timber components. Researchers780

and manufacturers will greatly benefit with the development of dedicated781

testing protocols, allowing for a comprehensive timber characterisation782

under impulsive loading environments.783
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